
Olivier A. Onghena-’t Hooft, founder of 

the Global Inspiration & Noble Purpose Institute, 

has the pleasure of inviting you to

THE MONEY WORK

a powerful 2-day seminar

to help people research & discover aspects of  their 

personal and organizational relationship to moneypersonal and organizational relationship to money

Facilitated by Peter KOENIG

Brussels, Friday 27th & Saturday 28th of February 2015



“Money is a key part of our 

lives - the function of our 

society depends upon it. 

Some of us learn the skills of 

how to manage our money, 

yet few of us have the 

opportunity to fully explore 

our relationship with it. 

Without a mature and 

healthy relationship with 

Money is a human creation. Through understanding the personal

meaning that money holds for us, we become free to use it

constructively and are less driven by the limiting and unhealthy

compulsions around the place of money in our lives. In the Money

work seminar we discover parts of our inner selves that are often

extremely well hidden. In reclaiming these unconscious parts we

become more whole and free. The benefits flow into our financial,

professional and relational lives.

Most people attend a money workshop with the overt or covert hope

that they will somehow learn to acquire more money. The goal of this

workshop however is different: this seminar is intended to help

participants research and discover aspects of their personal and

organizational relationship to money in a depth they may not yet

have encountered – and then to make adjustments as they find

appropriate. The adjustments have to do with bringing the way they

relate and handle money into line with where they are on their life

path. As each person has a different life path, the approach is precise

and specific to each, even if the financial situations of different

people often appear similar.

In the end some people may find themselves making more money,

others less, others again the same amount. The quantity however

becomes less important, the focus is on invoking knowledge which

will eventually increase a person's satisfaction independent of the

quantities; and also on increasing competence to live with a larger healthy relationship with 

money, we limit our ability to 

freely give, hold and receive.”

quantities; and also on increasing competence to live with a larger

variety of financial situations with greater ease and relaxation. Similar

or parallel to the way individuals relate to money is the way in which

organizations and society as a whole relate to it; and there is an

intricate web of interaction between actions at these different levels.

what we cover 

The 2-day Money work seminar helps you research and discover

aspects of your relationship with money in a depth you may not have

encountered. This highly participative workshop invites you to:

• Explore with curiosity and honesty your own assumptions about

money and their roots in your history

• Recognize the reality you have created in various aspects of your

financial life and in the world

• Create a mindset that allows you to experience freedom in your

relationship with money

• Learn a system that will enable you to work differently with money

how we work

The Money work seminar can be deep and powerful work in which

we explore often unrevealed parts of our inner selves through a

process called reclamation. We follow individual and group needs as

they emerge, based on the practices of dialogue and enquiry. We

create a safe and encouraging space for people to openly explore and

share their experiences with money.
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The Money Seminar is a 

two day workshop

that brings together a 

group of people

who is this workshop designed for? For all those with questions like

• “I never have enough money” • Uncertainty where and how to invest

• Conflict on inheritance • To learn about the nature and creation of

money • Unease with having money • Inability to spend • Dissatisfied

with contradictory, erratic behavior with money • “How do I bring

together doing what I love and making a living?” • To learn ‘guilt-free

abundance’ • Unable to save • Discriminated against for being rich • To

learn about developments in the world of mainstream and alternative

financing • Starting my own business … but on the right foot

the workshop leader - Peter Koenig 

Peter has studied the 

phenomenology of money since 

the early 1980s, giving presentations 

and performing original research 

with small groups. Following an MBA 

in Geneva, Peter ran a business

providing management training,

leadership and strategic

development processes for companies.

The stimulus for his monetary research began through observing the

arbitrary effects of financial tools used in the context of these activities.

In 1987 he became an independent financial and organizational

consultant to companies and non-profit organizations. In 1994 he

launched his first public Money Seminar and in 1999 initiated a new group of people

interested in some or all 

of the areas of

business, money and 

personal transformation.

The workshop provides an 

opportunity for

individual and collective 

breakthroughs,

knowledge sharing and 

collaborative learning.

launched his first public Money Seminar and in 1999 initiated a new

international conference series on Money & Business Partnership.

where and when?

Global Inspiration & Noble Purpose Institute

Rue du Bourgmestre 46, 1050 Brussels, Belgium

Friday 27th (we start at 9.15am; we end at 5.30pm) & Saturday 28th (we

start at 9.30am ; we end at 4.30pm) of February 2015

booking details

The total cost of the Money work seminar is 750 EUR per person (excl

21% VAT). Maximum of 15 participants on first in basis.

We provide light organic lunches on Fri & Sat, breakfast on Sat, healthy

drinks and snacks during the breaks.

To book a place contact Olivier Onghena on +32 475 97 97 87 or email

oao@solbosventures.com

why we do what we do

GINPI believes that inspiration & noble purpose are the drivers for

individual, group and organizational evolution, progress and success. We

therefore inspire leaders to link strategy, organizational culture and

leadership on the one hand with noble purpose (‘Why do I/we do what

I/we do?’) on the other hand. We do this through strategic advice,

consulting, methodology sharing and mentoring. GINPI uses the

inspirational setting of the 1850 built Villa Solbos to connect leaders and

inspiring personalities, to create learning environments, to share

expertise, ideas & business philosophies. More info on

www.olivieronghena.com/-GlobaI-Inspiration-Noble-Purpose-
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